




 Schlaumäuse is a free educational software that helps five- to seven-year-old children

explore the World of Language. Further, it can support younger as well as older children in 

their language development. 

 The software is clearly structured and easy to operate. The two protagonists, Lette and

Lingo, are constantly accompanying the children, therefore facilitating their orientation

within the game. Children can discover the Schlaumäuse world quite self-independently:

they can explore, try out something new, master challenges and learn from their mistakes. 

At this, a child‘s individual competence level is always taken into consideration.

 An evaluation mode offers adults an overview of play time, achieved scores and learning

progress of the individual child. 

 More information can be found under: www.schlaumaeuse.de

The World of the Schlaumäuse

http://www.schlaumaeuse.de/


 An entire world has been created for the Schlaumäuse. Here, the children can move from

one location to another where they find various games and exercises. 

 Each game addresses a specific educational goal. There are four learning objectives: 

speaking, phoneme awareness, early reading and early writing. 

 The children can complete the exercises within the learning objectives in a random order

of their choice. The exercises are easy to grasp, hence the children can work them self-

independently to a great extent.  

Locations, Games and Exercises



Learning Objectives
A Speaking  A1 Oral language of everyday life | „Redefluss“

 A2 Oral terminology | „Wortschatz“

B Phoneme awareness  B1 Phonological awareness | „Gutenberg“

 B2 Building structures | „Silbenbogen“

 B3 Grapheme-phoneme-correspondence | „Wörtersee“

C Early reading  C1 Reading on word level | „Lautsprecher“

 C2 Meaning-based reading on sentential level | „Satzbau“

D Early writing  D1 Orthography | „Eselsbrücke“

E Overall Topics  E1 Table of initial sounds and house of letters | 

„Humboldthain“

 E2 Interactive reading books | „Leselampe“





Playfully discover language

 The World of Language‘s Humboldthain is home of the alphabet.  

 The playful discovery of the World of Language is key here. Children are confronted with

three self-explanatory scenarios where they can play with words and language elements. At 

this, they discover the alphabet in its oral and written form. 

The entire alphabet

 The playful interaction with words and language elements motivates children to discover

the alphabet in its oral and written form as well as to ‚browse‘ through the Land of

Language. 

 Children learn the individual letters and develop an awareness for the existence of printed

language‘s rules. The table of initial sounds further supports the acquisition of writing and

reading skills.

 The children are encouraged by listening, thinking for themselves and trying out.  

Humboldthain
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Another sound, another meaning

 The Wörterwichtel is always stealing and eating letters from the Wörtersee. As a result, the

letters are missing in the lake and exchanged with different ones. A „Rose“ (rose) thus

becomes a „Dose“ (can) and a „Fisch“ (fish) turns into a „Tisch“ (table) swimming in the lake.

 The children are supposed to help Lette and Lingo repair the words by putting back the

correct letters. 

Hearing, seeing, differentiating

 The Wörtersee supports the phonological awareness and an increasingly differentiated

listening. The focus of the games is the single sound (phoneme) and its importance for a 

word‘s meaning (semantic level). 

 The children play with minimal pairs, i.e. words that are only distinguished by one sound. They

discover the word‘s order of sounds and learn that by exchanging one sound, a new word

with an entirely new meaning can be created.
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Creating order

 Lette and Lingo need help: a flood has devastated their burrow! The children can help

them by putting things back into the closet and tidying up the kitchen, among others.

 In order to do so, the children are being told what to do. They have to listen carefully in 

order to complete the excercise successfully. 

Hearing, understanding, acting

 This game supports the oral usage of everyday language as well as the extension of

everyday vocabulary.

 The children are supposed to exercise tasks by the interactive principle „hearing and

acting“. After each action, the software feedbacks them in a context-sensitive manner. 

Redefluss
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Which word goes with which object?

 The Wortschatz has been confused by the Wörterwichtel. Now, no one knows the names

of the objects anymore. Hence, the children are supposed to find out which word

corresponds with which object, so they can restore order in the Wortschatz.

 The children are given multiple-choice options they can choose the correct answer from. 

The object in question is being shown or described to them. The question and answers

can be listened to repeatedly by touching them on the screen.

Learning new words

 In this game, the children practice the oral usage of terminology in various fields.

 They learn new words with their meanings and exercise to recognize objects by oral 

descriptions. 
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Playing Memory with your ears

 Lette and Lingo love words that rhyme. They can find those words in the Gutenberg. But 

as usual, the Wörterwichtel has created chaos, so the Schlaumäuse cannot play with their

beloved rhyming words. With help of the children, they want to restore order.

 The children play a listening memory. They are supposed to find word pairs that rhyme, 

have the same first sound, the same sound within the word or the same word elements.

For an increased sound awareness

 The listening memory boosts the children‘s sound awareness (phonological awareness). At 

different levels of difficulty, children learn to carefully listen to words, sounds and word

elements as well as to identify and distinguish similar sounding or same components.
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Combining syllables and creating words with them

 The Wörterwichtel has broken syllables from words in the Silbenbögen. Hence, entirely

new words have been created, which has bad consequences for the Land of Language: An 

„I – GEL“ (hedgehog) turns into „HA – GEL“ (hail) and all animals have to flee from it. The 

children are asked to put the right words back together. 

 The children are given syllables and the word they are to create with them. By touching

the respective fields on the screen, they can listen to them. The children can find the

correct answer by trying out, listening and combining the syllables.

Recognizing structures of syllables

 The Silbenbogen supports the sound awareness by structures.

 The children learn how to decompose words into sound syllables as well as to create

words by composing single syllables. At this, they can repeatedly listen to the syllables to

develop their understanding. Attention and concentration are key in this exercise.
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Building complete sentences

 The Wörterwichtel turns the Satzbau upside down. He eats words and thereby creates

gaps in sentences that he fills with wrong words. This way, it says „Die Sonne schickt 

schwarze Strahlen“ (the sun sends black beams) instead of „helle Strahlen“ (bright beams) 

– and the Land of Language is turning dark. 

 The children are supposed to help Lette and Lingo repair the Satzbau by putting the

correct words back in place.

Reading complete sentences

 The Satzbau is part of the learning objective „early reading“. The children are practicing

meaning-building reading of simple sentences as well as sound-centered reading of an 

unfamiliar word or a word group in sentential context. 

 Further, they learn the application of logical sound composition and language

comprehension. 
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Writing first words

 The Wörterwichtel has destroyed the Eselsbrücke. But Lette and Lingo need the bridge to

know how words are being spelled. They call the children for help: They are asked to show

them the correct writing of the words.

 The children see a picture and listen to a corresponding word. They are supposed to type the

word with the keyboard on the screen. 

Knowing and understanding spelling words

 The children gather first experiences in orthography, from sound-corresponding to standard

ways of writing single words. This process is supported by pictorial letters taken from the

table of initial sounds.

 In this way, children learn the correct spelling of a respective word and further apply

strategies to access the correct writing of unfamiliar words.
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Let the story begin

 Just like the Humboldthain, the Leselampe is part of the overall learning objectives. It is a 

place for stories that can be read aloud by educators or parents. In this regard, the

Schlaumäuse can become an integral part of the preschool experience or life at home, 

respectively. 

 „Everytime a guest arrives, a guest who loves stories, words and language, the crystal

starts glowing. When the mysterious light shines, everything turns quiet. Then, the cave 

turns into a place where there is nothing else to do than listen to the stories you are being

told.“

Dialogical reading aloud

 The language competences of a child can be further developed in the active dialogue and

„play along activities“ with an accompanying adult. Those activities can be directly

connected to the reading aloud scenario. 
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The hub in the Schlaumäuse world

The Mäusebau is Lette and Lingo‘s home, and at the same time somewhat of a game hub in the

World of Language. Here, the children can find different objects that initiate actions, like: 

 When they touch the globe, they open an overview of all locations in the Schlaumäuse 

world. By touching a respective location, they can directly visit it.

 The gallery documents the adventures the children have already experienced. If they touch

the picture of a game, the children can see which of its exercises they have completed

successfully and which ones are still open. 

 In the book shelf, all introductory stories of the singular locations can be found. The reading

aloud of the story starts once the children have selected a book. 

Mäusebau (burrow)
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 Just how important the promotion of children‘s language acquisition becomes clear towards

the end of primary school, at the latest: By then, the vocabulary is supposed to comprise at 

least 700 words. But many children have major difficulties to reach that goal because they start

school with insufficient language skills. The Berlin Sprachstandserhebung from 2011 showed

that about 17 percent of the 27,000 children born in 2006 have special educational needs

when it comes to language. Thus, almost a fifth of school beginners cannot meet the demands

of school attendance.

 To help more preschoolers gain the necessary set of skills for school, Microsoft supports the

early language promotion in preschools: The initiative „Schlaumäuse – Children Discover

Language“ was founded in 2003. 

 An educational software has been developed especially for that purpose. With it, children can

playfully discover the World of Language at an early age. As of now, the third edition of the

Schlaumäuse is being distributed in preschools and kindergartens all over Germany. Microsoft 

continues its social engagement and aims to improve young people‘s future prospects.

Initiative
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